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Abstract Using the apparatus of Generalized nets (GN) a GN model of a genetic al-
gorithm is developed. The presented GN model describes the genetic algorithm search
procedure based on the mechanism of natural selection. The GN model simultaneously
evaluates several ¯tness functions, ranks the individuals according to their ¯tness and has
the opportunity to choice the best ¯tness function regarding to speci¯c problem domain.

1 Introduction

Genetic algorithms (GAs), proposed by John Holland in 1975, are global, parallel, stochas-
tic search methods, based on Darwinian evolutionary principles [7]. Even nowadays there
exists big interest in both theoretical [14] and application [11] aspects of GA.
GAs may be con¯gured in many ways, and these di®erent setups may have strong

e®ects on the solutions found. Fitness functions, crossover operators, mutation operators,
selection operators, and population size are just a few of the many parameters that are due
to optimization. There are a lot of papers on various techniques researchers have found to
set up these parameters for various problem domains [12].
GAs methods consist of a population of individuals competing on a \survival of the

¯ttest" basis. Each individual, or chromosome, represents a trivial solution of the problem.
The algorithm, transforming the chromosome population into a new population with more
adapted individuals, proceeds in successive steps called generations. During each genera-
tion, the population evolves by means of a \¯tness" function that selects individuals by
standard crossover and mutation operators.
The key point in the performance of a genetic algorithm is the de¯nition of the Fitness

Function (FF). Selecting the best chromosomes requires de¯ning a ¯tness function able
to evaluate the \quality" of the solutions proposed, i.e. their ability to discriminate data
pertaining to di®erent classes. Many authors have proposed di®erent FF according the
considered problem [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10].
The main idea of this paper is to develop a genetic algorithm that proposed the pos-

sibility to calculate the individual ¯tness based on a set of di®erent FF and to choose the
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\best" function for a given problem. As an appropriate tool for developing of such genetic
algorithm the apparatus of Generalized Nets (GNs, see [2]) is considered. The means of
the GN theory are especially suitable for describing parallel algorithms that investigate
several solutions simultaneously.
The research in [1], extended to [3] is the ¯rst implementation of GNs for description of

genetic algorithms. Based on this research a generalized net model of a genetic algorithm
is proposed here.

2 Genetic algorithm performance

The outline of an classical genetic algorithm could be presented as:
1. [Start] Generate random population of n individuals

(suitable solution of the problem).
2. [Fitness] Evaluate the ¯tness function of each

individuals in the population.
3. [New population] Create a new population by repeating the

following steps:
3.1. [Selection] Select parent chromosomes from a population

according to their ¯tness.
3.2. [Crossover] With a crossover probability cross over the

parents to form new o®spring (children).
3.3. [Mutation] With a mutation probability mutate new

o®spring.
4. [Replace] Use new generates population for a further

run of the algorithm.
5. [Test] If the condition is satis¯ed, stop, and return

the best solution in current population.
6. [Loop] Go to step 2.
The genetic algorithm works on a coding of the parameter space. Having decided on
the coding to be used initial population is created at random. The population contains a
certain number of individuals. An objective function (usually referred to as ¯tness function
in GAs terminology) serves as a measure of goodness of a string and is a functional of the
function that will be optimized. In the next step individuals represented by their ¯tness
function are ranked. Individuals from a population are selected according to their ¯tness.
Thus solutions from one population are taken and used to form a new population. This is
motivated by the hope, that the new population will be better than the old one. A certain
function performing selection is applied. In the next step a set of operators is applied
to the initial populations to generate successive generations. The selected individuals are
then recombined in order to form new o®spring (children) crossing over the parents with
a crossover probability. Then, mutation takes place with mutation rate. For the new
individuals of the population the objective function values are calculated. Reinsertion
function is used. The new o®spring is inserted in the population. The new generated
population is used for a further run of the algorithm. Natural evolution of the population
continues until the termination criterion is satis¯ed.
Based on above mentioned description a GN model of a GAs is proposed.
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3 Generalized net model

The GN model of the regarded genetic algorithm consists of three contours. Tokens from
type ® describing individuals (solutions) move in the ¯rst of them (the l-contour). A
single ¯-token, describing the algorithm itself, moves in the second (the m-contour). A
°-token for each ¯-token loops in the third (the n-contour). The °-token controls the set
of ¯tness functions and estimates the performance of the genetic algorithm represented by
the ¯-token. The GN model of a genetic algorithm is shown on Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1

Initially, ®-tokens representing individuals in terms of the genetic algorithms theory
enter place l1. They have the following initial characteristic:

x®0 = \hI; C; fi";

where
I 2 N is the identi¯er of the individual;
C is the chromosome of the individual;
f 2 R is the individual ¯tness.
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Together with the ®-tokens, a single ¯-token enters m1. It has as a characteristic the
parameters and functions of the genetic algorithm.

x¯0 = \hTask;N;O; F; S;Ri";
where
Task 2 f\estimate"; \select"; \process"; \reinsert"g;
N 2 N is the number of the individuals controlled by the algorithm;

O = fhOp; pijOp 2 UOp; p 2 [0; 1]g
is the set of operations over the individuals and their probabilities, where UOp is the set of
crossover and mutation functions and p is the probability of crossover and mutation.
F : UC !R is a set of ¯tness functions. Where UC is the set of all chromosomes;
S : UC ! f\survive"; \die"; \mutate"; \crossover"g is the selection function that deter-
mines what will happen with the individual;
R : UC ! f\false"; \true"g is the reinsertion function that determines how the o®spring
inserts in the current population.
For each ¯-token one °-token enters the net. This token describes the process that

controls the execution of the genetic algorithm. The °-token characteristic has the following
form:

x°i = \hT;M;Ei";
where
T is an estimation of the total e±ciency of the algorithm;
M is the modi¯cation function that changes the available set of ¯tness functions;
E is the end-condition function that determines whether the algorithm will terminate its
execution.
For each step of the algorithm the ¯-and °-tokens loop in m2 and n2, respectively.
All ®-tokens gather in l2 where the value of ¯tness function for the individual is updated,

i.e. ¯eld f from their characteristic:

pr3(x
®
i ) = pr4(x

¯
cu)(pr2(x

®
i )):

After evaluation of the de¯nite set of ¯tness functions the individuals are selected for
survival or death, crossover and mutation. The probability for a given action is determined
by the ¯tness value of the individual and the probability of the operations.
Transition Z1 has the following formal de¯nition:

Z1 = hfl1; l6; l18;m1;m2; n1; n2g; fl2; l3; l4; l5; l6;m2;m3; n2; n3g; r1;
^(_(l1; l6; l18);_(m1;m2);_(n1; n2))i;

where

r1 =

l2 l3 l4 l5 m2 m3 n2 n3
l1 W1 W2 W3 W4 false false false false
l6 W1 W2 W3 W4 false false false false
l18 W1 W2 W3 W4 false false false false
m1 false false false false W5 :W5 false false
m2 false false false false W5 :W5 false false
n1 false false false false false false W6 :W6

n2 false false false false false false W6 :W6

;
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and

W1 = \pr4(x
¯
cu) =

0estimate0 ",

W2 = \(pr4(x
¯
cu) =

0select0)" & \(pr4(x
¯
cu)(pr2(x

®
i )) =

0survive0)",

W3 = \(pr4(x
¯
cu) =

0select0)" & \(pr4(x
¯
cu)(pr2(x

®
i )) =

0die0)",

W4 = \(pr4(x
¯
cu) =

0select0)" & \(pr4(x
¯
cu)(pr2(x

®
i )) =

0crossover0)",

W5 = \pr4(x
¯
cu)6= ;",

W6 = \pr4(x
¯
cu)6= ;".

The form of the transition Z2 is:

Z2 = hfl2; l7g; fl6; l7g; r2;^(l2; l7)i;

where

r2 =
l6 l7

l2 false W7

l7 :W7 W7

;

where
W7 = \pr4(x

¯
cu) =

0process0 ":
In position l6 the individuals are ranked in groups according to their ¯tness. Depending

on the accepted strategy the generalized net will be operate over di®erent groups, for
instance: most of the last groups will be die; some of the ¯rst groups will be survive for
further generation and all groups, except these individuals that leave the generalized net,
will be cross over and mutate.
The individuals that can \survive" with no changes in their chromosomes are repre-

sented by ®-tokens in place l3. According to the value of the reinsertion function they will
either \survive" and transfer to l18 or will \die" and leave the net via l19.
The individuals that can \died" are represented by ®-tokens in place l4.
The individuals chosen for the crossover operation are represented by a set of ®-tokens

in place l5. All of them transfer into l8 and obtain no new characteristics. After that the
corresponding tokens of chosen couples of individuals unite in l10 and the rest of the tokens
transfer in l11. Tokens from l11 return back to l9 in order to participate in the choice of the
next couples.
In the case of a one-point crossover operation united tokens from place l10 will split into

two-\parent" individuals, represented by ®-tokens in l12 and l13, and two \child" individuals
represented by tokens in l14 and l15, respectively. After each step of that loop new \child"
individuals are reproduced in l14 and l15. The \child" individuals are mutated and the
results is represented by tokens in l16 and l17.
The forms of the transitions Z3, Z4 and Z5 are:

Z3 = hfl5; l11g; fl8; l9g; r3;_(l5; l11)i;
where
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r3 =
l8 l9

l5 W7 false
l11 false true

;

where W7 is de¯ned above.

Z4 = hfl8; l9g; fl10; l11g; r4;_(l8; l9)i;
where

r4 =
l10 l11

l8 W7&W8 W8&:W8

l9 W7&W8 W8&:W8

;

where
W8 = \the individuals are in suitable pairs".

Z5 = hfl10g; fl12; l13; l14; l15g; r5;_(l10)i;
where

r5 =
l12 l13 l14 l15

l10 W9 W9 W9 W9
;

where
W9 = \the operation is one point crossover".
The ®-tokens (new \child" individuals) chosen for mutation transfer from positions

l14 and l15 to positions l16 and l17 and obtain as a characteristic the new chromosome
description:

x®i = \hI; C 0; fi";
where C 0 can be the result of one, two or multi-point mutation or, in general, any

operation with an argument being a single individual chromosome. This transformation is
represented by transition:

Z6 = hfl14; l15g; fl16; l17g; r6;_(l14; l15)i;
where

r6 =
l16 l17

l14 W10 false
l15 false W10

;

where W10 = \the operation is mutation".
Now all ®-tokens that represent individuals including the new o®spring is the input

places of transition Z7. Reinsertion function will determine which of them will remain in
the population and which of them will not. Tokens that represent survived individuals
enter place l18; the rest of the tokens leave the net via place l19.

Z7 = hfl3; l12; l13; l16; l17g; fl18; l19g; r7;_(l3; l12; l13; l16; l17)i;
where

r7 =

l18 l19
l3 W11 :W11

l12 W11 :W11

l13 W11 :W11

l16 W11 :W11

l17 W11 :W11
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where
W11 = \(pr4(x

¯
cu) =

0 reinsert0)" & \(pr6(x
¯
cu)(pr2(x

®
i )))":

At every step utilizing de¯nite set of ¯tness functions the GN model evaluates ¯tness
value of the individuals. Based on the received ¯tness values individuals are ranking in the
groups. The \best" individuals for every FF are ranked in the ¯rst group. The \worst"
individuals are ranked in the last group. Individuals from the last groups (last one, last
two, etc.) died. On the one hand the individuals from the ¯rst group or from the ¯rst two
groups survived for the next generation of the algorithm without changes. On the other
hand these individuals together with the rest survival individuals are process applying
crossover and mutation functions.

4 Conclusion

A generalized net model of a genetic algorithm is developed. Performing series of ex-
periments the presented GN model could be de¯ned the \best" ¯tness function for each
considered problem domain. The proposed net tests the e®ect that the rate of change
in the ¯tness function has on GAs performance and proposed such ¯tness function that
enhances the e±ciency of GAs.
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